The HR world has gotten more complex and the mountain of HR work just keeps growing. Disconnected systems and outdated processes can lead to costly mistakes, a disjointed employee experience, and even less time to lead key HR initiatives like hiring and employee engagement.

This pay as you go option helps relieve administrative tasks for your team by enabling I-9 completion off-premise. Already enabled in the I-9 Management platform, new hires can complete Section 2 when and where it’s convenient by choosing from more than 1,300 Section 2 completer locations.

Support easier, faster I-9 completion and digital tracking with easy processes that help integrate into your existing onboarding workflows. Our self-guided digital management solution helps you reduce risk from multiple standpoints.

Offer Remote I-9 Completion with I-9 Anywhere®
This pay as you go option helps relieve administrative tasks for your team by enabling I-9 completion off-premise. Already enabled in the I-9 Management platform, new hires can complete Section 2 when and where it’s convenient by choosing from more than 1,300 Section 2 completer locations.

Get started online with either of these plans for just $1 with our introductory offer!

**I-9 Starter**
Ideal for companies under 100 employees
- Mobile-friendly I-9s
- Up to 3 admin users
- Plans as low as $72/month for 10 hires per month

**I-9 Standard**
Ideal for companies with more than 100 employees
- Mobile-friendly I-9s
- Integrated E-Verify management
- Unlimited admin users
- Plans as low as $80/month for 10 hires per month

**KEY PRODUCTS IN OUR I-9 SUITE**

**Manage Form I-9 at Each Stage with I-9 Management**
Support easier, faster I-9 completion and digital tracking with easy processes that help integrate into your existing onboarding workflows. Our self-guided digital management solution helps you reduce risk from multiple standpoints.

**How I-9 Anywhere Can Help You Save**

Average price per one domestic, round trip flight: …………………… $260¹

Average cost of a tank of gas: ................................. $56²

Average cost of a car rental per day: .............................. $35³

Total cost to verify Section 2: ................................. $351

Price per I-9 Anywhere appointment: ............................. ($150)

Average cost savings with I-9 Anywhere: ........................... $200⁴

---

¹ data according to the Bureau of Transportation Statistics for Q1 2021: https://www.transtats.bts.gov/AverageFare/
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